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It’s easy to place the credit in timing, luck, or technology.  It makes sense 

to place progress squarely in the hands of the internet, marketing, or any 

other sort of viral trend that grows a brand.  We don’t deny their value, 

but we believe our success over 25 years stems from two things, the 

people and the products.

We believe in our people and we believe in our products.  

From creation to completion no product passes through HQ without input 

from the floor and the field.  We’ve done things our way for 25 years.  

We have no corporate governance and no big brother checking boxes or 

pushing assembly south.  

We’ve always been family owned, American made and proud of what we 

stand for.

1994-2019

What is the key to 25?
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The single adjustable v-bar has been a staple of our product line for years and 
the Atlas single v-bar is the culmination of countless hours of research, design, 
testing and refinement.  The Atlas single v-bar utilizes a unique Drop-Stopper Shelf 
combined with the new Clamp System to create a rock-solid mount that has already 
proven itself on the bows of Reo Wilde, Peter Elzinga and Chance Beaubouef in over 

12 months of rigorous testing.
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NEW FOR 2019



The Atlas double adjustable v-bar was designed to work as well on Brady Ellison’s 
recurve bow as it would on Christine Harrelson’s 3D rig.  In over 12 months of 
testing the Atlas double v-bar won multiple World Cup medals and proved it could 

hold its own on the bows of the world’s best. 
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NEW FOR 2019



The Optum takes the success, versatility and features that Shrewd scopes are 
known for to the next level.  With more adjustability than any other scope in our 
line; the Optum packs all the features of the Nomad platform into an efficient and 
easy to use package. Changing pin positions, installing a light kit, and swapping fiber 
has never been easier. The Optum series is the epitome of adjustable efficiency.

Now available in Black, Forge Grey and Crimson Red.
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NEW FOR 2019



NEW FOR 2019

The Raid series hunting stabilizers have proven dampening capabilities due to a 
combination of our proprietary internal Truss Dampening System and Limbsaver’s® 
Broadband Damper.  Now available in more finish options than ever, the Raid will 

continue to be the hunting stabilizer of choice for true archers.
Now available in:

Raid Series
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STABILIZERS

BENJAMIN PIRON // @BENJAMINPIRONARCHERY 
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ONYX
STABILIZERS

The Onyx is an industry changing stabilizer inside and out.  Truss Dampening Technology 
stretches the length of every Onyx stabilizer to perfectly balance the shot.  An internal and 
external end cap on the bow end of the stabilizer reinforce the carbon to allow shooters to 

use more weight than ever before.  

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD //  3 - 1 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // 3 - 1/3 OUNCE MATTE BLACK ALUMINUM WEIGHTS // 3” THREADED ROD18



THE ONYX
When we set out to change the stabilization market, we didn’t want to just 
craft a product that impressed shooters, we wanted pure shock and awe. 

Since inception, the Onyx has proven itself across the international archery 
circuit and continues to be the stabilizer of choice for the world’s best.

.706” diameter premier modulus carbon creates an extremely rigid stabilization 
platform.

Our proprietary Truss Dampening System spans the length of every Onyx stabilizer 
to perfectly balance the shot.

Each Onyx comes with 3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights and 3 - 1/3 ounce matte 
black aluminum weights.  

An internal end cap on the bow end of the stabilizer reinforces the carbon to allow 
shooters to use more weight than ever before.

PREMIER MODULUS CARBON//

4 OUNCES OF INCLUDED WEIGHT//

INTERNAL TRUSS DAMPENING SYSTEM//

REINFORCED INTERNAL END CAP//

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM

INTERNAL END CAP



CHANCE
BEAUBOUEF

ONYX STABILIZERS // ATLAS SINGLE V-BAR // OPTUM SCOPE



AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD // DOINKER® A-BOMB // TWO - 2 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // TWO - 1/2 OUNCE ALUMINUM BLACK WEIGHTS 

Utilizing our highest tonnage carbon to date, the Revel series stabilizer combines minimum 
diameter with maximum rigidity to create the ultimate in recurve stabilization.  An included 

5 ounces of interchangeable weight and a Doinker® A-Bomb provides the shooter with a 
tournament ready stabilizer straight out of the box.

Revel Series
REX EXTENDERS AVAILABLE IN // 3”, 4”, 5”
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STABILIZERS



HIGH MODULUS CARBON//

5 OUNCES OF INTERCHANGEABLE WEIGHT //

PRE-APPLIED CARBON GRAPHICS //

INCLUDED DOINKER® A-BOMB//

THE REVEL
When Brady Ellison set a National Record in his first tournament using the 

Revel, we knew we’ve done something right.  The Revel’s minimum diameter 
and maximum rigidity make it the stabilizer of choice for USA Olympians 

Brady Ellison and Mackenzie Brown.

.500” diameter high modulus carbon offers our best size to strength ratio for 
weight and wind conscious archers.

For the first time a Shrewd stabilizer will ship with a unique pre-applied carbon 
graphic.

Each Revel comes stock with 2 - 2 ounce stainless steel weights, a Doinker® 
A-Bomb and 2 - 1/2 ounce anodized black weights.

An included Doinker® A-Bomb works alongside the high modulus Carbon to 
eliminate vibration.

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM

HIGH MODULUS CARBON

PRE-APPLIED CARBON GRAPHICS

DOINKER® A-BOMB



BRADY
ELLISON

REVEL STABILIZERS // ATLAS DOUBLE V-BAR // FLEX SCOPE 



AVAILABLE IN // 3”, 4”, 5”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // EXTENDERS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

The support shelf on the locking collar of the REX Extender is designed to work seamlessly 
with the Riot v-bar, Atlas double v-bar or any bracket ¾” thick and can be flipped 180° to 

accommodate any size bracket. Machined from a solid bar of 6061-T6 aluminum and featuring 
all stainless-steel hardware.

REX Extender
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STABILIZERS



Shrewd 1 Light
Stabilization meets affordability.  The Shrewd 1 Light stabilizer line comes standard with 
everything Shrewd stabilizers are known for at a fraction of the cost. Utilizing .832” OD 

carbon and internal dampening, no sacrifices are necessary.

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD //  3 - 1 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // 2 - 1/3 OUNCE GLOSS BLACK ALUMINUM WEIGHTS // 3” THREADED ROD32

STABILIZERS



BUILD IT
BETTER

When we design a product, the approach is always to build it better.  Better means 
we don’t design a product just to fill a market niche.  We build products that do 
what our competitors can’t, and the results prove it.
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“From day one we’ve always approached research and development differently.  Our 
R&D team has never had limitations on what can be explored and created.  We’ve never 
focused specifically on one market and the result is a diverse product lineup centered 
around two things, quality and consistency.  Our design focus is to create innovative 

products and give our shooters the edge they need.”

Sam Newsom // President & CEO



ATHLETE TESTED - PODIUM PROVEN
With a over a year of results, the Atlas v-bar 
has already proven itself across all archery 
disciplines.  From World Cup Championships 

on Brady Ellison’s bow, to 3D titles on Chance 
Beaubouef’s rig, the Atlas has solidified itself as 
a v-bar mount fully capable of living up to our 

Podium Proven standards.

CONDEMNED TO HOLD
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The Atlas single v-bar was built to hold the weight the modern archer demands.  Tested and 
proven capable of supporting and holding stabilizers of all lengths, weights and sizes; the 

Atlas is Condemned to Hold.
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STABILIZER ACCESSORIES

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT // SELF-RETAINING WASHER

NEW FOR 2019



ANTI-WALKOUT WASHER//

CLAMP SYSTEM //

DROP-STOPPER SHELF //

QUICK DISCONNECT //

The Atlas single v-bar is a fully adjustable, ambidextrous, CNC machined 
beast.  Machined from 6061 aluminum and coated with a durable anodized 

finish the Atlas is as capable on the range as it is in the stand.  Laser 
engraved indicator lines, a Drop Stopper Shelf, the Clamp System and a 

custom mounting bolt ensures the Atlas won’t let you down.  
Available in matte black and gloss black.

Included universal, self-retaining washer recesses in a machined counterbore to 
prevent unwanted stabilizer movement.

Perpendicular to the mounting plane, the Drop-Stopper shelf sits snug against the 
side of the riser and prevents the v-bar from dropping.

The Clamp System utilizes a unique clamp/taper hybrid system resulting in an 
obscenely strong, yet lightweight package.

Built in quick disconnect and included barrel makes adding and removing a 
stabilizer a breeze.



We believe in partnering with like-minded brands and our 
collaboration with Mathews Archery elevates the archery 

experience.  We’re proud to announce a partnership with Mathews 
Archery that culminates in the Mathews Genuine adjustable v-bar.

NEW FOR 2019
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STABILIZER ACCESSORIES

The Atlas double adjustable v-bar utilizes the same features as its single counterpart with 
an additional built in wrist sling.  The included wrist sling strap can be easily adjusted or 
removed using two set screws.  The ambidextrous Atlas double v-bar is available in matte 

black and gloss black.

INCLUDED REMOVABLE WRIST SLING // LASER INDICATOR LINES //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT (X2) // SELF-RETAINING WASHER (X2) // WRIST SLING

NEW FOR 2019



Single Adjustable V-Bar
Fully adjustable, ambidextrous single v-bar.  Features vertical and horizontal adjustment.  Available in gloss black and matte black.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT

Double Adjustable V-Bar
Fully adjustable, ambidextrous double v-bar.  Features vertical and horizontal adjustment.  Available in gloss black.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT (X2)

The Braden
Fixed ambidextrous, double v-bar for rigid stabilizer mounting.  The Braden angles back bars down 20 degrees and out 22 degrees.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // MOUNTING HARDWARE

Hoyt Specific V-Bar Mount
Fully adjustable, ambidextrous single v-bar machined specifically for mounting on the rear of Hoyt target bows.  Features vertical and horizontal 

adjustment.  Available in matte black and gloss black.   

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT
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STABILIZER ACCESSORIES



JACK
WILLIAMS

REVEL STABILIZERS // ATLAS DOUBLE V-BAR // FLEX SCOPE



Disconnects
Quick disconnects include a matching flush barrel nut, and are available in straight, 8 degree and 20 degree down angles.  Straight and 8 degree 

disconnects are available in matte black, gloss purple, gloss red, gloss black, gloss lime green and gloss blue.  20 degree disconnect available in gloss 
black only.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // DISCONNECT // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT

Stainless Steel Weights - Silver
Stainless steel end weights are available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.  5/16” - 24 threads.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Riot V-Bar
The perfect complement to the Revel stabilizers.  Blue, black and red colors are available in: 40°x0°, 40°x10°, 45°x0° and 45°x10° configurations.

Gold v-bar available only in 35°x15°.   

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // 5/16” - 24 STAINLESS STEEL ATTACHMENT BOLT

Stainless Steel Weights - Matte Black
Stainless steel end weights are available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.  5/16” - 24 threads.   

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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STABILIZER ACCESSORIES
NEW FOR 2019



Aluminum Weights
The aluminum end weights are available in 1 ounce and 1/3 ounce options.  Available in gloss red, gloss orange, gloss gold, gloss lime green, gloss blue, 

gloss pink, gloss purple and gloss black.  5/16” - 24 threads

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

2 Pocket Stabilizer Bag
The 2 pocket stabilizer bag features a padded interior to protect stabilizers during transit.  The long pocket measures 33” while the shorter pocket 

measures 20” long.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 2 POCKET STABILIZER BAGS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Stainless Steel Modular Weights
The stainless steel modular weights thread into one another to avoid having a long threaded rod.  Gloss black modular weights are made of aluminum.  

Weights are available in 1/2, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Tungsten 4oz Weight
The 4-ounce tungsten end weight with 5/16” - 24 threads.  Tungsten minimizes overall weight length as each 4-ounce weight is 1” in diameter and .526” 

long. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY // 5/16” - 24 x 1/2” SOCKET HEAD SET SCREW
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STABILIZER ACCESSORIES



PROOF OF 
CONCEPT
Designing the best products means we have 
to work with the best.  Before a product is 
ever available for sale, it has been approved 
by our in-house team and has proven itself 
on the bows of the best archers on the 
planet.  From initial in-house testing using 
3D printed prototypes to determine fit, size 
and aesthetics the product proceeds to 
being machined and tested extensively using 
our in-house range.  Once all the boxes are 
checked, the prototypes leave Shrewd HQ to 
be put on the bows of the world’s best for 
months of use in competitions across the 
globe.
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PROVE IT
“The products our R&D team produces are the same 
products that our target and hunting pros are using 
months, and even years before we launch.  If we design 
and send out a product that has issues, it’s evident on 
the world stage and that pressure drives us all to build 
the best.  By the time our products are sent to the 
manufacturing floor, they have countless hours on the 
range and multiple podiums to prove their worth.”

Riley Newsom // R&D

 NXT LEVEL MEDIA // @NXTLEVELIMAGE



SCOPES

BENJAMIN PIRON // @BENJAMINPIRONARCHERY 
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AVAILABLE IN // FORGE GREY, CRIMSON RED, BLACK // RH, LH // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”

Available in a 40mm option and a 35mm option, the Optum reinvents adjustability in the 
scope market.  With a removable pin system that enables shooters to change pins on the 
fly, the Optum allows shooters to vary their aiming reference within seconds.  A built-in 

light kit installation port, an angled 8-32 tapped hole for direct light on the lens, improved 
sunshade configurations and a fiber cover to allow for light adjustment are just a few of 

the features that set the Optum apart.
Scope bodies now available in Forge Grey, Crimson Red and Black.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN (X2), RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 SS BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 SS BHCS //  PIN RING // HEX KEY //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER62

SCOPES

NEW FOR 2019



LIGHT KIT INSTALLATION PORT//

ADJUSTABLE FIBER COVER //

REMOVABLE RING SYSTEM //

8 PIN POSITION SYSTEM//

A rotating pin position system and indicator allows for shooters to change 
pin position within seconds.  The included sliding fiber cover and tubing 

come pre-installed, meaning there is no set up; simply unbox and dominate 
the podium.

Each Optum pin system includes a light installation port for easy addition and removal 
of most light systems.  No more tedious installs or removals.

With the removal of 2 screws, a new pin system can be installed and immediately used.  
This means multiple pin sizes and fibers can be used in seconds.

A sliding fiber cover on top of each pin system covers preinstalled tubing that wraps 
around the exterior of the scope.  With a simple twist, light can be easily adjusted. 

As the Optum pin system is turned, different numbers become visible to indicate each 
specific position enabling easy repeatability among scopes.



STEPHAN
HANSEN

MINI-MAG SCOPE // OPTUM SCOPE



AVAILABLE IN // RH, LH // .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS //  RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

Mini-Mag
Remember that other 29mm scope that offered 16 pin positions, front or rear lens placement 
and optional sunshades?  We don’t either.  The Mini-Mag is in a class all of its own.  Threaded 
on both the front and rear, the 29mm Mini-Mag scope allows shooters to thread their Shrewd 

sunshades and lenses on either end of the scope.  
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SCOPES



MIKE
SCHLOESSER

MINI-MAG SCOPE // OPTUM SCOPE



AVAILABLE IN // PURPLE, RED, BLUE, BLACK // RH, LH // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

Essential
Designed in conjunction with Reo Wilde, the Essential boasts a unique sunshade system that 
maximizes functionality and adjustability.  The Essential is threaded on the target side of the 
scope to allow the use of Shrewd lenses and sunshades.  Like all Shrewd scopes, the stock 

Razor Pin can be easily removed to allow shooters to utilize a dot or sticker on the lens.
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SCOPES



ESSENTIAL SCOPE // ONYX STABILIZERS // ATLAS SINGLE V-BAR

REO
WILDE



AVAILABLE IN // 42mm, 35mm // RH, LH // .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS //  RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

Nomad Series
The Nomad series scopes have been a podium staple since their inception, and with more of 

the top shooters in the world making the switch, their string of dominance doesn’t look to be 
ending any time soon.  The Nomad series scopes are threaded on both the front and rear to 

allow shooters to thread on their Shrewd sunshades and lenses and 16 different pin positions 
means there’s an option for every archer.
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SCOPES



Flex
Since debuting at the 2016 Olympic Games, the Flex recurve scope has set World Records, won 

Olympic Medals and has been a podium staple around the world.  Designed in conjunction 
with Olympic medalist Brady Ellison, the Flex recurve scope is in a class of its own.  Threaded 

on both ends to allow for the use of three included sunshades, the Flex scope offers 
unparalleled adjustability. An all new indexed razor pin offers 8 secure pin locations and an 

included proprietary, zero magnification glass Feather Vision Clarus lens ensures a crisp, 
clean and bright target at all distances, in any condition.

AVAILABLE IN // RED, BLUE, PURPLE, BLACK // DOT KIT, .019”, .029”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // SMOOTH SUNSHADE // 1 STEP SUNSHADE // MDR SUNSHADE //  FEATHER VISION CLARUS LENS //  APERTURE REDUCERS // INDEXED PIN IF CHOSEN 78

SCOPES



MACKENZIE
BROWN

REVEL STABILIZERS // RIOT V-BAR // REX EXTENDER // FLEX SCOPE



Optum Scope Sunshades
A 1 step, 2 step and a long smooth sunshade are available for both the 35mm Optum scope and 40mm Optum scope.  Sunshades thread into the scope, 

the Optum Ring System and the lens system.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Essential Scope Sunshades
To utilize the Essential sunshade system, a long sunshade (SMSSH291L), a lens and a long hooded sunshade must be used in conjunction.  Only long 

hooded sunshades (SMSSHESSENTIAL**) are available in colors.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

82
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Why do the best archers in the world use 
Shrewd scopes?  Because no other scopes 
offer the adjustability and functionality 
that our scopes do.  The multitude of 
sunshades, variety of lens options and 
diversity of pin positions ensures there is a 
Shrewd scope for everyone.

SCOPE ACCESSORIES



Feather Vision Verde Vitri Lenses
Feather Vision Verde Vitri Lenses are available in 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 6X, 7X, and 8X.  Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer ring 
to protect the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the use of 
a Shrewd sunshade.  The Verde Vitri design combines superior Zeiss supplied glass and coating using specifically designed curve structures similar to 

the Verde Plus lens.  Available for the Optum, Nomad, Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG
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Mini-Mag Scope Sunshades
A MDR (Metal Decal Ring), 1 step, long sunshade and lens compatible sunshade are available for the Mini-Mag scope.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Nomad Scope Sunshades
A MDR (Metal Decal Ring), 1 step, 2 step, 3 step, long sunshades and lens compatible sunshades are available for both the 35mm Nomad and the 42mm 

Nomad.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Feather Vision Verde Plus Lenses
Feather Vision Verde Plus Lenses are available in 4X, 5X and 6X.  Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer ring to protect 

the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the use of a Shrewd 
sunshade. The advanced design combines superior Zeiss supplied glass, the latest Zeiss AR coating, and Zeiss manufacturing technology to provide an 

exceptionally clear lens.  Available for the Optum, Nomad, Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG



Scope Mounting Rods
Available in 3/8” diameter and 1/2” diameter the threaded Shrewd scope mounting rods securely mount Shrewd scopes on a variety of sights.  Sights 

include; Spot Hogg Fast Eddie, Spot Hogg Fast Eddie XL, Sure-Loc One 400, Sure Loc One 550, Axcel CX, Axcel CXL, Axcel AX2000, Axcel AX3000 and the Axcel 
XP.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // MOUNTING ROD

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Scope Covers
Shrewd branded cloth scope cover with padded liner and diamond pattern stitching.  Available in 3 sizes; 4”x4”, 5”x”5 or 6”x 6”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE COVERS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Vortex Flip Covers
Virtually indestructible, the Vortex Defender Flip Cap Objective is available in three sizes to fit on Shrewd scopes and sunshades.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // FLIP COVERS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

The LP Pro-Light DX offers 10+ brightness levels, auto 
shut-off, dual outputs and replaceable batteries.

Scope Lights
The Schlite Sight Lights provide 8 brightness 
levels and over 100 hours of battery life in a 
small, water resistant package.  The Schlite 

light utilizes replaceable batteries.

The ZBros Evolution light features a multi-
color LED which enables multiple light colors, 
a rechargeable battery and 8 programmable 

settings.
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SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Clear Target Lens
Clear Targets Doc’s Choice lens is available for the Mini-Mag and Essential scope in 4X.  Each lens comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer 

ring to protect the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the 
use of a Shrewd sunshade.

Optum Ring System (ORS)
The Optum Ring System (ORS) for the Optum series scopes makes it possible for shooters to change pin positions, fiber color or fiber size by swapping 

between multiple rings in seconds.  Each ORS includes an exterior fiber wrap, adjustable fiber cover, two 8-32 threaded holes for light installation and 8 
pin positions.  Available in no pin, .010”, .015”, .019” and .029” options.

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAGWHAT’S INCLUDED // OPTUM RING BODY  // TUBING FOR FIBER // FIBER COVER // PIN AND FIBER // MOUNTING SCREWS

Sight/Scope Cover
Shrewd branded cloth sight/scope cover with diamond pattern stitching and draw string closure.  Sight/scope cover is 6” x 8”.

NEW FOR 2019

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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CHRIS
PERKINS

MINI-MAG SCOPE // NOMAD SCOPE // OPTUM SCOPE



TAKE
NO
SHORTCUTS

The combination of external ISO standards and internal quality policies create a 
machining environment centered around quality and consistency.  With over 50 
years of manufacturing history and 32,000 square feet full of modern machinery, we 
proudly manufacture all of our products in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
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While Shrewd Archery has been around 
for 25 years, our manufacturing 

business, The Damon Company, has been 
in operation since 1964 producing parts 
for militaries, governments, automobile 

manufacturers, private sector 
businesses and other archery companies.  
Our experience and history dealing with 
tight tolerances and high expectations 

enables us to produce the highest quality 
parts possible, and our machinists take 
our quality standard personally when 
manufacturing.  Shrewd Archery was 

born in a manufacturing facility where 
excellence comes standard and that 
drive for distinction continues today.

BUILD IT BETTER
PROVE IT

TAKE NO SHORTCUTS



AVAILABLE IN // BLACK // RH, LH // .008”, .010”, .012” // NARROW & WIDE

WHAT’S INCLUDED // ARROW REST // 1 SPRING STEEL BLADE  // MOUNTING HARDWARE

Remedy
The Remedy rest offers an unparalleled combination of adjustability, durability, and 

repeatability all within a small, lightweight package. With 3/4” of travel across all axes and 
micro-tune adjustments, the Remedy allows for the finest adjustments with ease. Combine 

that with precision laser marks on every axis and you will have no problem finding that sweet 
spot time after time. 
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ARROW REST



TEFLON ANODIZED FINISH//

BLADE CURB SYSTEM//

TOOL-LESS HORIZONTAL LOCKDOWN//

3/4” VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT//

THE REMEDY
The Remedy utilizes the new Blade Curb system that adds a positive stop 
to the back edge of the arrow blade and creates a solid reference point 
for consistent blade placement and peace of mind.  For added security, 

the Remedy includes a tool-less lock on the horizontal axis and a sure-stop 
vertical adjustment eliminating the need for a lockdown.

A Teflon coated anodizing process provides a low friction, long lasting, durable finish 
and all stainless-steel hardware offers a more weather resistant assembly.

A tool-less lock on the horizontal axis allows for easy adjustment.  Each Remedy 
includes an extra horizontal knob with an included ND patch for added security.

The Blade Curb system adds a positive stop to the back edge of the blade and creates a 
solid reference point for consistent blade placement.

The Remedy features ¾” of vertical travel, horizontal travel and riser mount 
adjustment with precision laser marks on every axis.

TEFLON ANODIZED FINISH

TOOL-LESS LOCK ON THE HORIZONTAL AXIS

BLADE CURB SYSTEM

3/4” OF TRAVEL



ALEX
WIFLER

REMEDY ARROW REST // ESSENTIAL SCOPE // OPTUM SCOPE



STOCKING
With hundreds of SKUs we know it can be difficult 
to narrow our product line down when it comes 
time for dealers to stock. To make it easier we 

broke down our 5 best-selling dealer items.

1  // 9” BLACK RAID HUNTING STABILIZER
 -SMSHRAID9BK

2 // MATTE BLACK V-BAR
 -SMAVB1ATLASMBK

 -SMAVB1MBK

3 // MATTE BLACK DISCONNECT
 -SMDSMBK - STRAIGHT DISCONNECT

 -SMDAMBK - 8 DEGREE DISCONNECT

4 // 9” REALTREE EDGE RAID STABILIZER
 -SMSHRAID9RTEDGE

5 // ONYX STABILIZERS
 -SMSONYX28

 -SMSONYX12
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Mathews® Grips
Mathews® low and standard grips fit all Mathews®  bows that come stock with the wooden or Focus grip.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Prime® Grips
The Prime® standard grip fits the Prime® Logic, Rival, Rize, STX, and MX.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Hoyt® Grips
The Hoyt® Pro-Fit grip fits all Hoyt® bows with the Pro-Fit grip system.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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MAG (Mathews Adjustable Grip)
The M.A.G. (Mathews® Adjustable Grip) System is based upon a flat, aluminum grip body and allows shooters to add any one of the three included delrin 
plates. Delrin plates can be mounted with a positive or negative camber, all with the same two screws for ease of use. Getting the perfect grip angle 

has never been easier or more affordable.  Available in RH and LH.  Fits Mathews® bows that come stock with the wooden or Focus grip.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIP BODY // 4 DEGREE INSERT // 8 DEGREE INSERT // 12 DEGREE INSERT // TWO - 4-40 FLATHEAD SCREWS

ACCESSORIES



New Breed Grip
The ambidextrous New Breed® standard grip fits all New Breed® bows.  Available in aluminum.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Shooter Towel
Cloth shooter towel with Shrewd logo and built in grommet with clip.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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Elite® Grips
Elite® grip fits the Energy 35, Energy 32 and Synergy.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Nock Bushings
6061 aluminum nock bushings are available for a wide variety of arrows.  Available in standard and G nock.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD BY THE DOZEN

ACCESSORIES



Release Bag
Shrewd branded release bag with diamond pattern stitching, felt lined interior, drawstring closure and is molle panel compatible.

NEW FOR 2019

Hitch Covers
Powder coated aluminum hitch cover laser engraved with the Shrewd logo.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Stainless Steel Pint Cup
Stainless steel pint cup with laser engraved Shrewd logo.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Chrome 3D Emblem
Raised, chrome 3D emblem with individual letters.  The perfect addition to any car, truck or cooler.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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ACCESSORIES



MONTANA // CAPTURED CREATIVE // @CAPTUREDCREATIVEMONTANA // CAPTURED CREATIVE // @CAPTUREDCREATIVE



NORTH DAKOTA // CAPTURED CREATIVE // @CAPTUREDCREATIVE



The Raid series hunting stabilizer is a carbon-based hunting stabilizer that utilizes the Truss 
Dampening System, a Limbsaver® Broadband dampener, and includes 2 ounces of interchangeable 

weight.  Limbsaver’s® Broadband dampener utilizes NAVCOM material to reduce up to 70% of 
vibration, while the Truss Dampening System does the rest.  Sound the horn; the Raid is coming.

Available in 7”, 9” and 12” lengths in the below finish options.

Raid Series NEW FOR 2019
HUNTING STABILIZERS
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NORTH DAKOTA // CAPTURED CREATIVE // @CAPTUREDCREATIVE
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ALABAMA // DRAKE POLLARD // @DRAKE.POLLARD
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TATE MORGAN // USA MICHAEL BRADEN // USA SCOTT STARNES // USA



TOJA ELLISON // SLOVENIA TIM GILLINGHAM // USA

DOMAGOJ BUDEN // CROATIA

CRISPIN DUENAS // CANADA



PETER ELZINGA // NETHERLANDS

THOMAS STANWOOD // USA

SEBASTIEN PEINEAU // FRANCE CALEB SORRELLS // USA



JONATHON MILNE // AUSTRALIA

SARAH SONNICHSEN // DENMARKMARTIN DAMSBO// DENMARK

LISA UNRUH // GERMANY FLORIAN KAHLLUND // GERMANY



PAIGE PEARCE // USA

KRIS SCHAFF // USA

LEXI KELLER // USA

DAVID HOUSER // USASARAH PRIEELS // BELGIUM



BRYONY PITMAN // GREAT BRITAIN

IRENE FRANCHINI // ITALY

BILL MCCALL // USA

DANE JOHNSON // USA

TONY TAZZA // USA

CRYSTAL GAUVIN // USA

GARRETT AYERSMAN // USA

ANDY CALLAWAY // USA



DONNIE THACKER // USA

ERIN MCGLADDERY // CANADA

JUSTIN MARTIN // USA

PAM HOCKMAN // USA

CHRISTINE HARRELSON // USA

JOBY SHAW // USA

ART BROWN // USA

RENEE HORNBUCKLE // USA



ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS COURTESTY OF VISKO HATFIELD // VISKOHATFIELD.COM

SALT LAKE CITY// VISKO HATFIELD // @ARCHERYPOP



PODIUM PROVEN
Service@ShrewdArchery.com // (540) 387-2922 // ShrewdArchery.com // #SHREWD

2019 PRODUCT GUIDE


